
Speed Capsule TT by SILCA
SILCA Unveils Direct Mount Top Tube Bag

Thursday, July 19, 2018 — INDIANAPOLIS, IN.– Already a manufacturer of saddle bags,

gear bags, and essentials cases, SILCA is pleased to introduce its first frame mounted pack.

Speed Capsule TT is SILCA’s take on the direct-mount top tube bag. The key benefit with Speed

Capsule TT is its rigidity, which allows the rider to more easily open and close the bag while

riding. Many bags in this category lack a solid internal structure which leaves them prone to

buckling as the rider is trying to access the contents of the bag. Not only is it annoying when this

happens but it also takes the riders focus away from the road. The base of Speed Capsule TT is a

PE board that runs the length of the bag. A high-strength 200D nylon body with 3M reflective

side panels and a weather resistant locking pull zipper complete the structure. We also gave

Speed Capsule TT oval eyelets which allows for 16mm of fore/aft adjustment.

Specs:

•High Strength 200D nylon body

•3m Reflective Side Panels

•Weather resistant closure with locking zipper pull

•Oval eyelets for fore/aft adjustment
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•Stainless Steel mounting bolts

The SILCA Speed Capsule TT will be available immediately, the suggested retail

price is $34.

About SILCA

Presskit with hi-res photo's of the SILCA Speed Capsule TT
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ABOUT TWOTONE AMSTERDAM

We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.

Twotoneams.nl

SILCA was founded in 1917 by Felice Sacchi outside of Milan, Italy. SILCA was the first

company to put gauges on pumps, the first to produce a true ‘high-pressure’ frame pump and

the first to work with revolutionary lightweight material plastic after the end of WWII, and later

the first to bring CO2 to roadside inflation. Today SILCA is located in Indianapolis, IN where it

continues to buildiconic products that utilize the finest materials and craftsmanship available.
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